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Article Body:
There is a psychological nuisance so powerful that can deflate the drive, self-esteem, and hum
It is that inner voice echoing: ˆHuh! Who do you think you are, a J. K. Rowling in the making?
If you have been afflicted as I have been, do not worry, the voice speaks only in behalf of de
When you know you have a great idea brewing in your head that you could almost see it complete
Mind and Behavior
How your thinking becomes your staunch enemy at times has reasons of its own.
While confidence takes a respite, this occupational hazard of qualm attacks during your journe
ˆI have written practically nothing yet, and now again the time is getting short. There is not
Just as how old manipulative thinking habits have repeatedly, slowly, and unconsciously crept
ˆWhatever action we take is first of all determined by our thoughts, so if we change our thoug
Decision is your first step. Redeem your faith in your ability to write by making up your mind
ˆAnytime you can be aware of and witness your own thoughts, instead of becoming lost or absorb
Act on this decision by writing always until the habit has been embedded in your system. Stick
Search for the inner voice responsible for getting you on board this vessel of courage to have
However, more than positive self-talk, you will need something tangible to corroborate your lo
ˆWe are what we repeatedly do. Excellence, then, is not an act, but a habit.˜ Aristotle.
In addition, submitting your work often and getting published even in small publications (prin
A published work further nullifies that damaging inner voice and even the real detractors (in
ˆDo you want to know who you are? Don´t ask Act. Action will delineate and define you. You wil
Beating the Beast Within
Make it a habit to study the lives of people who started out with wobbling knees in careers to
Read Writers´ biographies and unearth their struggles, look around you and be inspired. Shift
As a late blooming writer myself I employ these pointers. In my own pace, I have learned to fi
It may not guarantee a life free of backslidings to negative self-talks but these mental appro
The advice of other writers that says write, write, and write is a gold mine. It sharpens and
So unless you do exactly the opposite of what your demon says you cannot do, your inner battle
Pursue your dream. Write!
I love essays! I enjoy reading them, checking them, teaching my students how to generate them,
The title of essay does not strictly depend on the essay topic: the title can also serve as a
The style of the essay is marked by its aphoristic, paradoxical and figurative character. To c
Be brief, but at the same time avoid absolute simplicity. No one will like reading a monotonou
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